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Abstract—This paper describes the developed technology for using the
Raspberry Pi microcomputer to teach practical skills on computer networks and
operating systems. The paper presents a largely implemented project on an initiative basis, preceding the work on commercialization of the described results.
In the present work a full detailed content of the steps for implementation and
subsequent commercialization of the solutions presented in the project is given.
There was assembled a prototype of the hardware-software device. There were
developed individual training kits for distribution to students in the classroom.
To study the disciplines “Computer Networks” and “Operating Systems”, a
methodological manual is being prepared for studying these disciplines using
these training kits; the guidelines for operation of devices and components were
developed. The work also prepared boot files with the predefined working environment for each discipline. These files include the needed operating systems,
the needed pre-installed software, a customized user interface, the needed literature, a training manual, and methodological recommendations. In terms of
commercialization, the calculations were carried out on the costs of organizing
a computer class based on the Raspberry Pi: implementation of the developed
technology; the effectiveness of its implementation was evaluated. A commercial plan was drawn up and calculations were made on the current date with the
reference mainly to Kazakhstan; the trial design and layout of the packaging
case, information stickers and cover (as well as layout) of the training manual
were completed; industrial designs were developed in order to prepare the project for commercialization. The results are practically significant, when they
were received, widespread methodology and development tools were used, they
can be universally used, including in the field of education without any restrictions.
Keywords—Commercialization; computer networks; hardware-software device; operating systems; Raspberry Pi; training.
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1

Introduction

One of the weak points of vocational education in such areas as “Operating Systems” and “Computer Networks” is the problem of organizing practical classes due to
their demand for hardware resources. The training course should effectively ensure
the acquisition of sustainable demanded skills at the level sufficient in the modern
professional field.
The computer classes of many education institutions are organized in such a way
that the same operating system is installed on all the machines in the class, or several
operating systems are installed on one computer. The computer network is, as a rule,
configured, and its reconfiguration by students are not provided. The analysis of information of the computer laboratories, the hardware and software configuration of
computers in the laboratories published on the websites of universities around the
world, shows a similar practice of organizing computer classes. So, on the website of
Stanford University, a schedule of employment of computer classes [1] is available, as
well as a description of the computers in them. For example [2], it is a laboratory
equipped with Apple iMac computers, or [3] it is a 24-hour training laboratory for
computers with two Mac and Windows systems installed. The pages of [4] provide
information of some laboratories at Massachusetts University of Technology; work
[5] contains information of then computer labs at Harvard University. Well-organized
communication in this area is at Carnegie Mellon University. Indeed, the class schedule is implemented in a convenient form (see work [6]). Works [7-8] are examples of
descriptions of free access laboratories. It is noteworthy that many of them are
equipped with a small number of machines with different operating systems (in work
[7] there are 7 Mac-, 2 Linux-, 5 Windows-machines, in work [8] there are 3 Macand 2 Windows-machines). However, laboratories for scheduled classes are, as a rule,
a collection of computers with the same operating system installed: for example, [910]. This is explained by the fact that the same class is used for conducting various
disciplines, and a uniform working environment is necessary for teaching some of
them. The exception is computers with free access. Section II.1 of this work identifies
the reasons that impede implementation of full-fledged practical exercises in the computer networks and operating systems with access to tools and independent manipulations needed for obtaining sustainable practical skills. Briefly, these reasons, due to
specifics of the disciplines, can be characterized by the absence of sufficient hardware
and computing resources for the individual provision of students. At the same time,
the use of conventional computers/monoblocks and equipment increases the requirement for floor space.
In the works covering this subject, two main aspects can be distinguished. The first
group of works is dealing with studying the possibility of using various software in
conducting practical classes in these disciplines. So, in work [11] the results of applying the Edmodo platform in teaching disciplines, including "Operating Systems", are
presented. There is noted increasing the efficiency of assimilation. In work [12], in
view of limitations indicated above, a method for studying operating systems using
software tools is considered; in particular, a website is specified that imitates the Ubuntu operating system. In work [13] a solution to the problems of teaching the course
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“Computer Networks” at a university is described, which is associated with the same
limitations that are outlined in this paper. As it is noted, positive results were achieved
through the use of a specially developed cloud platform. In work [14] the necessity of
using visual tools for better mastering this discipline and the difficulties associated
with personal provision of network equipment are also noted. In this connection, network modeling software, network simulation programs, in particular, such popular
software as Cisco Packet Tracer, are discussed in more detail there.
The second aspect of research in this area addresses the possibility of using additional or alternative equipment for organizing workshops in resource-intensive disciplines. And here, first of all, it is necessary to note a large role of single-board minicomputers such as Raspberry Pi, as well as software and hardware systems such as
Arduino. Since in most sources of the second group the results are based on the use of
the Raspberry Pi, here is a brief description and examples of using this computer.
Raspberry Pi is a single-board computer based on the ARM processor that has long
gained popularity. Its features are:
• A small form factor and weight, which gives good transportability and saves space
both during storage and during operation
• Relatively cheap (the cost of the 3B+ model is $35)
• Technical characteristics that provide the ability to perform most educational tasks
in these disciplines
• The presence of built-in interfaces and connectors for configuration with additional
devices. Many Raspberry Pi models are equipped with interfaces RCA, HDMI,
USB, MicroUSB, GPIO, they support Wi Fi and Bluetooth
• The ability to create or purchase modules and expansion cards that provide new
paths for developers: boards with more powerful video and sound adapters; support
for camcorders and other peripherals; boards with power supplies that provide
portability of the device; Arduino-type expansion cards providing extensive design
and robotics capabilities
• The availability of various, including “lightweight”, operating systems loaded from
the ISO image makes the device indispensable for educational, research, experimental purposes
• Being a full-fledged computer with support for many popular operating systems,
Raspberry Pi allows creating diverse software
• The ability to almost instantly change the operating system. The computer storage
is a micro SD memory card. Despite a lower fault tolerance compared to conventional hard drives, this feature is useful when there is a risk of failure of the operating system, and if it is necessary to quickly replace it by another
The latest versions are 3B+ and 4B (4-core, RAM up to 4 GB, built-in network
card, 1000 Mbps Ethernet, etc.). A more detailed description of the technical characteristics and some configurations of devices are available, for example, in [15, 16].
Raspberry Pi is dealt with by recent publications and editions with a large number
of topics ranging from the creation of programmable devices based on the Raspberry
Pi for various purposes to its use in programming, information security, robotics, and
the Internet of things. So, in work [17] it is proposed to use clusters collected from
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microcomputer data to implement the data mining algorithms, which is a resourceintensive and at the same time popular IT industry. Here, using the examples of Apriori algorithm implementations and k-means clustering, a comparative analysis of
clusters is given, on the basis of which the cluster efficiency based on Raspberry Pi is
proved in some parameters. We note another work that describes implementation of a
web server based on the Raspberry Pi with the ability to replicate and use it to conduct
student surveys through their mobile devices [18]. Work [19] describes in detail the
development of a prototype device based on the Raspberry Pi for transmitting sound
through FM radio waves; as one of the applications, the possibility of training people
with visual impairments is described. In work [20] a web application was developed
using the Node.js platform for remote control of systems engineering and automation
objects. In work [21] a wireless sensor network created on the basis of the Raspberry
Pi and Arduino is described, the web development for displaying its work, and an
example of its use is given. Work [22] presents the results of the operation of an optical measuring system created on the basis of the Raspberry Pi and the LED projector
to restore the geometry of the parts. In work [23] a set of projects based on this microcomputer, suitable for development by schoolchildren, is given. Book publications
also offer projects for children (see [23]). Works [24-27] are dealing with developments in the field of the Internet of things using various Raspberry Pi models. In
works [28, 29] many applications of Raspberry Pi are described, including wireless
projects based on the Raspberry Pi Zero W. In works [30-33] various projects with
programming in Python are collected, including those on the Raspberry Pi Zero W. In
works [34-37] the Raspberry Pi is being studied comprehensively, projects are being
proposed, ways to expand the capabilities of the computer due to the available in a
large number of hardware components, as well as their development are being considered.
One can note that there are other single-board microcomputers with similar hardware capabilities that also support various assemblies and configurations [38-40]. We
turn to the consideration of works of the second direction: works in which the use of
alternative hardware in the teaching of certain disciplines is proposed. The world
experience of using Raspberry Pi microcomputers in the educational process is reflected in an extensive list of editions and book publications. So, in work [41] it is
proposed to use Raspberry Pi for the purpose of teaching the programming languages
C/C++, Java, a comparative analysis of the efficiency using conventional computers
according to various criteria is given. We note here that, due to the availability of
Unix-like operating systems for this microcomputer, GCC on computers can be said
to be out of the box. By the way, the Raspberry Pi was developed to teach computer
science and programming [42]. In work [43] a similar idea was expressed about the
possible effectiveness of using single-board Raspberry Pi computers in teaching sections of the disciplines, which are often studied in theory for absence of suitable
equipment. Note also that in work [44] some projects based on the Raspberry Pi were
proposed, including the use of it in teaching. In work [45] the start of work at using
the Raspberry Pi at the university for cybersecurity practice was announced. The practical studies presented in works [46, 47] are dealing with yet another area in software
development and teaching, which requires significant hardware resources (computer
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park), on the one hand, and are associated with the routine work of organizing and
setting up equipment and software, on the other hand. Work [46] is dealing with the
problem of developing a computing cluster based on the Raspberry Pi for the purpose
of teaching parallel programming; the process of cluster assembly is described. In
addition, a step-by-step instruction is given on the configuration on the assembled
cluster of the interface for distributed computing Open MPI, and setting up access via
the ssh protocol. In work [47], among other things, an assessment was made of the
effectiveness of devices assembled based on the Raspberry Pi. Note that the first work
with a detailed description of the process of developing a computing cluster using
Raspberry Pi is article [48] that was also published in the academic journal [49]. In
work [50] students' projects are presented, developed as a part of studying the discipline "Operating Systems" and implemented on the Raspberry Pi. It is noted that the
approach of using the Raspberry Pi is effective in studying the discipline and corresponds to the so-called deeper learning process. In work [51] the Raspberry Pi is proposed for training in the field of the Internet of things. Works [39, 40, 52] are dealing
with the use of devices developed on the basis of this computer for training in the
field of control through programming controllers. Work [40] describes the development of a platform consisting of an Arduino board and a Raspberry Pi with a REX
system; work [39] also describes the use of other platforms in university education
(Lego Mindstorm NXT, Arduino, Kinect); in work [52] there are described, inter alia,
the possibilities of using the Python language for these purposes. In work [53] the
results of using the Raspberry Pi in training in the field of pattern recognition are
shown. In work [54] the possibility of using the Raspberry Pi in the teaching of electrical and computer engineering is considered. These disciplines are indeed among
those for which it is difficult to organize full-fledged practical exercises in view of the
requirement for the availability of certain hardware resources.
The described features of Raspberry Pi allow changing the operating system almost
instantly on the computers; it is also a budget option to provide each student with
several computers running on different operating systems. Such a solution will allow
for the study of operating systems to clearly analyze and compare, make fine-tuning
system settings (installing and uninstalling the system, working with the registry,
manipulating disks and their partitions, working with boot record, low-level disk
operations); in case of failure of the operating system or malfunction of its individual
components and modes, recovery is not difficult, unlike the machines and networks
that equip ordinary computer classes. “Computer Networks”, in turn, is a discipline
that acquires special practical significance in view of increasing the interconnectivity
in the world and, accordingly, improving cyberattacks. Modern specialists in the field
of information technologies, in particular, information security, need such skills and
knowledge as network diagrams, their configuration, administration, working with
peripheral devices for networking, security testing, access control in corporate networks, working with software firewalls. The technology presented in this work allows
organizing precisely the individual performance of all these practical works.
Using the developed distributing sets of hardware and software components and
Raspberry Pi microcomputers provides a way to an inexpensive solution to this problem: the calculations performed are presented in the paper. This implies providing
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each student individually with full-fledged equipment for studying operating systems
and computer networks, which is perhaps the main condition for effective and deep
acquisition of skills.
Studying the problems indicated above prompted the authors to the idea of commercializing the results of the described project to organize a universal mobile computer class. According to the general requirements of commercialization contests [5557], the result of scientific and technical activity is defined as a product, the market
analysis has been performed (in Kazakhstan), and a technological plan has been developed. An initiative report on the existing reserve has been prepared.

2

Methods

The section provides the rationale for the work, highlights the aspect of solving the
problem identified in the introduction, and describes in detail the process of its development and implementation.
2.1

Studying and using software and hardware for teaching disciplines
computer networks and operating systems"

“Computer Networks” is a discipline that includes studying the theoretical and
practical principles of using computer networks: organization and processes of data
transfer between computers; connection of personal computers (PCs) to networks,
work in them; use of hardware, software and information resources of networks; work
with network applied programs.
A great role in the successful development of this field is played by the acquisition
of practical skills. Modern specialists in the field of information technology, information security should know the network diagrams, work with the software firewall,
have skills in configuring networks, should have good understanding of the principles
of network administration, work with peripheral devices for networking, should be
able to audit the existing security system, select, install and configure network technical facilities of information security.
When conducting classes in "ordinary" computer classes, it is generally not possible to provide real-time network setup, even for demonstration. The network is usually already configured and students are already working with the configured networks;
for obvious reasons it is not practical to disassemble it. Or, what is increasingly observed, teaching and working is carried out through some platform-simulators.
The discipline "Operating Systems" includes studying the functions of operating
systems, the composition and types of operating systems; principles of operation of
various operating systems; principles of interaction of operating systems with peripheral devices and with the user; machine-dependent and machine-independent properties of operating systems. As a result, students should be able to use the means of
operating systems and environments to ensure the operation of computer technology;
install, configure and administer various operating systems [28].
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Computers with two or three systems installed at the same time have to be rebooted
to access a specific system and it is impossible to work simultaneously in both systems on the same workstation. The use of virtual machines is possible only if there is
a large amount of RAM and a sufficiently powerful processor.
In view of the above reasons, as well as suitable technical specifications and the
price of the Raspberry Pi microcomputer, it is advisable to use it as the alternative
equipment and to organize a universal computer class based on it.
The analysis of the types and the required amount of equipment, as well as the development of an exemplary scenario for conducting classes, allowed developing, in
the authors' opinion, the optimal basic distributing individual sets for each of the disciplines (Table 1). An expanded kit was also developed, including hardware and software components for performing various practical tasks on subjects. Note the possibility of completing additional network equipment such as transceivers, repeaters,
hubs, bridges.
Table 1. The list of hardware and software components of distributing individual kits for the
disciplines "Computer Networks" and "Operating Systems"
Basic hardware-software structure of the handout individual kit in disciplines “Computer Networks” and “Operating Systems”
This package implies the presence of the required number of monitors (HDMI or VGA with the
appropriate adapter), USB-keyboards and USB-computer
Equipment name
Discipline
Computer networks Operating systems
Minicomputers Raspberry Pi 3B+
2-3 pcs.
2-3 pcs.
Power adapter (s) (Raspberry Pi 3V+ power supply unit (s)
2-3 pcs.
1-3 pcs.
from a 220 V household network)
MicroSD with a pre-installed working environment for each 2-3 pcs.
2-4 pcs.
computer: OS, network and other necessary applications,
training materials (educational literature, guidelines for practical and laboratory exercises)
Communication equipment
+
Not necessary
Advanced structure of handout individual kits
The following equipment can be included in the minimum structure described above, which provides full
“computer class” mobility in terms of hardware
Additional equipment:
- HDMI-displays with a small screen size (there are very budget options),
- mini USB or Bluetooth keyboard,
- USB mouse
Note. To conduct various classes in the discipline "Computer Networks", the training organization should
have additional communication equipment. The name, the purpose and the required amount of equipment
are given in Table 2. For a self-organized network, students can connect and configure the modem and the
Internet in their computers (from their distribution kits). Further, having united in groups of 3-5 people,
students can organize local subnets and, using intermediate local equipment, configure and connect their
network to the common network and the Internet.
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Table 2. Equipment and recommendations for organizing additional practical classes in the
discipline “Computer Networks”
Equipment name

Purpose
To access the global network (the
Internet)
To combine subnets and centralized access to the Internet

Modem
Router
Network switch, 5-port or 8-port
(according to the number of hosts
in the subnet)
Network cables

2.2

Amount and notes
1
1

3-5 for this amount you can form
To organize and configure local
subgroups of students with their own
subnets
subnet for additional practical tasks
With corresponding equipment
specifications

Determining the composition of kits for studying the disciplines
"computer networks" and "operating systems"

Table 1 shows the hardware and software options for individual training kits designed to study the disciplines “Computer Networks” and “Operating Systems” using
the Raspberry Pi microcomputer.
Regarding the advanced structure of the kits, let's say that due to the Raspberry Pi
having an HDMI interface, as well as the presence of HDMI-VGA and other similar
adapters in the market, the entire set of monitors is available for this microcomputer
(with the diagonal of displays from 2.2 inches to large enough screens, including
touch screens, with various resolution variations, with various types of connection and
response speed). In the project, a very low-budget compact monitor was used to create
a trial prototype (Fig. 1). It is also clear that almost all types of keyboards and computer mice are applicable, including Bluetooth.

Fig. 1. Raspberry Pi with various displays

To conduct classes in these disciplines using the presented kits, there is needed a
standard classroom (not a computer class!) with seats equipped with power points.
Table 3 shows the part of the financial calculations made by the authors regarding the
cost of the equipment that makes up the distribution kits, its dimensions and weight,
excluding the intellectual component (microSD software, instructions, guidelines).
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Table 3. Approximate cost, sizes and weight of the equipment of a single individual handout
kit
No

Equipment name

Cost (US dollars)

1

Case (depending on whether it is designed and manufactured by the order, or is it adapted packaging of any mass- 2.5-10
produced goods)

2

Minicomputers Raspberry Pi 3B + (2-3 pcs.)

35
(2 or 3)

3

Power adapters (power supplies Raspberry Pi 3V + from
the household network 220 V)

4.5
(2 or 3)

4

Micro SD

15
(2, 3 or 4)

5

Mini USB Keyboard

4.5

6

USB mouse

2.7

7

Network cables (Ethernet cable, 1 Gb)

1
(2 or 3)

8

(Digital-to-Analog HDMI-VGA Converter)

3.5

TOTAL:

124.2-202.2

2.3

Sizes (cm) and
weight
200×250×100
0.2 kg
85.6×53.98×17
0.045 kg
(2 or 3)
8×3×4
0.1 kg
(2 or 3)

20×14×1
0.02 kg
10×3.5×6
0.08 kg
0.05 kg
5×5×1.6
0.04
0.68-0.825 kg

Boot file and working environment

Raspberry Pi minicomputers work from a boot disk to microSD (with the image of
the operating system). You can boot from a USB-stick, as well as over the network.
The mentioned in the work above microSD “with a pre-installed working environment” is a boot disk with a certain necessary OS configured and installed with the
necessary software, recorded training material, customized working directory. The
ability to download this working environment in the form of an archive is developed,
after unpacking which immediately a working microSD is obtained. Using this archive, a boot file, saves users from searching for necessary OS images, using or even
writing necessary scripts, searching and installing programs for creating boot disks,
and fixing errors that often occur.
So, the composition of individual handout kits for studying the discipline "Operating Systems" can include three microSD with the operating systems Windows 10 IoT,
FreeBSD, Ubuntu (boot files from Fedora, Ubuntu Server and Kali Linux are also
available). Windows images already contain file managers, utilities for managing
processes, services, and startup.
A script has been created that performs the following actions each time it starts:
• Launching the command line interpreter with convenient parameters and settings,
including fonts for the correct display of the Russian and Kazakh languages (by default, the Windows command line is not configured for TrueType font that supports
Unicode encoding) or, in the case of Unix/Linux, the terminal;
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• Necessary verification system commands (ip config / if config, etc.) with the output file;
• Transition to the working directory;
• Launching the file manager (Far/mc), some utilities.
To study the discipline "Computer Networks", handout kits are also equipped with
microSD cards with various configured OS, pre-installed software (including Nmap,
Wireshark, PuTTY, WinSCP) and training materials. A script has also been created
that, in addition to the above actions, also performs the following:
• Launching some network application commands;
• Checking the network firewall settings.
2.4

Instructions and guidelines

A memo with a list of contents, a mock-up of instructions for completing kits and
operating the Raspberry Pi and other equipment, as well as guidelines and recommendations for conducting classes in the relevant discipline using this kit and examples of
tasks were developed.
The instruction includes information of the purpose of the equipment in the kits
and the conditions for its effective and safe operation, characteristics and specifications of components, types and methods of safe connections.
The methodological guidelines describe the procedure for compiling and starting
possible hardware configurations according to the studied disciplines (which can be
done in the first practical (laboratory) class). An approximate list of practical tasks
and guidelines for their implementation is also given. We note the possibility of modifying and developing new tasks. In particular, for the Computer Networks discipline,
software tools and the possibilities of their use for setting up networks and shared
directories, a firewall, etc. are described. Attention is paid to the issue of network
security testing using Kali Linux distribution utilities.
Cases with kits are supposed to be numbered, equipped with a memo for completing depending on the type of discipline, and distributed in the classroom according to
this information and numbers (additional terms of use are described in the attached
guidelines).
2.5

Commercialization issues

The idea is based on the use of the Raspberry Pi microcomputer with specific software, including that specially designed for this project. The feasibility of implementing and commercializing this project is due to the advantages of this computer; together with the business research carried out, they are, moreover, the grounds for
expecting its effectiveness and efficiency.
The degree of readiness of the project. Within the framework of this project, the
following types of work were performed:
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• A review and analysis of single-board microcomputers of the same price category,
with similar hardware capabilities, also supporting various assemblies and configurations;
• A preliminary analysis of the target market was completed;
• Considered technical issues of operation and durability of Raspberry Pi;
• The issues of designing as a commercial product the developed transfer kits and the
technology of their use were investigated;
• Prototypes of hardware-software devices based on the Raspberry Pi were collected
to study the disciplines of “Computer Networks”, “Operating Systems”:
─ A boot file of the operating system with a customized working environment
was developed;
─ Documentation projects were developed: a memo of the content, operation
and maintenance of this mobile computer class; instructions for using firmware in kits, connection methods and connections with the description of the
characteristics of components;
─ A part of the guidelines for the workshop in these disciplines was developed
using the toolkits proposed in the project;
• Preliminary calculations of the cost of this production were made;
• Some business risks were highlighted, estimates of the return on production and
implementation costs were given;
• Technological plan for the implementation of the subproject was developed;
• An initiative report on the existing backlog was prepared:
─ Examples of using the projects and applications implemented on the basis of
the Raspberry Pi are considered [58];
─ An extensive review and analysis of sources on the Raspberry Pi was performed [59];
─ The possibility of increasing productivity and expanding the scope of use of
the microcomputer: components, peripherals, additional modules was considered;
─ The ideas were described and research projects based on the Raspberry Pi 3
Model B and Raspberry Pi Zero models were partially implemented. A prototype of a hardware-software device was assembled and functions [44, 60];
─ Within one of the projects, the device was partially implemented in the educational process in disciplines requiring an installed and configured complex
of specific software (for example, cryptanalysis);
─ In another project, the device was proposed to be used as a portable computer
network security scanner.
Table 4 provides the information of the number of education institutions currently
operating in the Republic of Kazakhstan and the student population according to open
databases of official sources (data from the Statistics Committee [61]).
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Table 4. Education institutions at the beginning of 2019/2020 academic year in the Republic
of Kazakhstan
No

Education institution type

1 Comprehensive secondary schools
Organizations of technical and vocational, post2
secondary education
3 Higher education institutions with branches
Commercial education organizations of small and
4
medium-sized businesses, training centers
Total:

Number of
education institutions
7393

Number of students
3186234

769

475443

124

604345

119

1450

8405

4267472

Table 5 presents the list of potential users of the multidiscipline computer class
based on Raspberry Pi.
Table 5. Target audience of the Multidiscipline computer class based on Raspberry Pi
Potential users
Higher education institutions
Secondary and secondary special educational
institutions
Research organizations
Testing organizations
Commercial educational organizations, training
centers

Purposes of use
Teaching various disciplines, organization of circles
Teaching various disciplines, conducting circles and
elective classes
Research work
Knowledge cut
Organization and conducting courses in various
disciplines

In the course of studying and segmentation of the consumer market based on the
analyzed statistical data (such as in Tables 4, 5 and others), the estimates of the actual
number of consumers are obtained taking into account the influence of various factors.
The main stages of the project are highlighted and framed in the calendar plan, the
necessary resources are calculated (financial, material and technical base). Table 6
describes the stages of the project.
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Table 6. Main stages of the project implementation
Stage
No.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Stage execution period

Stage name
Selection and acquisition of necessary hardware components

3 mns.

Hardware and software assembly, debugging, optimization:
- assembly of devices and debugging of interfaces, displays and other peripheral
devices, as well as optimization;
- installation and debugging of different OS, as well as optimization of loading
and operation
Refinement and testing of the working environment for the disciplines "Operating
Systems" and "Computer Networks" (Table 2):
- customized administration tools;
- utilities;
- specialized electronic library with recommended sources
Creation in the form of archives of boot disks:
- development of necessary scripts;
- development of scripts for creating working microSD (automated launch of the
operating system with a customized working environment and regular work) and
testing;
- development of the possibility of using a boot disk in the form of an archive;
- documentation of the use of the boot disk and the implementation of online
support;
- record and configure the necessary environment created in clause 3
Development of a methodological manual for the disciplines “Operating Systems” and “Computer networks” using this kit.
Formation of individual handout training / work kits, creation and design of a
case for an individual handout set:
1) case package design;
2) documentation in 3 languages:
- description of the kit;
- user's manual;
- specifications;
3) Hardware components depending on discipline (computers, external devices
and switching equipment, microSD, documentation)
Preparing and receiving patents
Introduction into production and dissemination of the product in the Kazakhstan
market and abroad.
Advertising and marketing work:
- recruiting and training employees to distribute products;
- training, master classes, orientation seminars;
- organizing a video channel and online resource with support;
- advertising activity

3 mns.

5 mns.

5 mns.

4 mns.

4 mns.

4 mns.

8 mns.

It should be noted that this project (commercialization) has not yet been launched
but it is only proposed for implementation. The main condition of commercialization
contests, which is a guaranteeing factor for successful implementation of projects: the
involvement of business organizations as business partners in the stages of production
and implementation of products (developed on the basis of previously obtained results
of scientific and scientific-technical activities). In this, in essence the most important
practical part of the project, at the moment only the algorithms and methods of identifying and attracting potentially interested business partners have been studied.
We note the need for a more detailed market analysis and revision, due to the relevance of the dates immediately before commercialization; practical detailing of fore-
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casts and calculations; presentation of the project in business terms; the development
of methods and algorithms for attracting business partners and the corresponding
regulatory package of documents.

3

Results

The results of this work can be divided into two types. The first one consists of the
results obtained under the project "Multidisciplinary Mobile Computer Classroom
Based on the Raspberry Pi". The list of constituent kits and developed recommendations for conducting classes, presented in Table 1, makes "Multidisciplinary Mobile
Computer Classroom Based on the Raspberry Pi". In resource [16] there are presented
some pictures for the project, including the case with the content of one of the
handout kit: an industrial prototype. Table 7 describes a unit of the kit.
Table 7. A unit of the individual handout kit
Case with a sticker on the outer surface with the necessary information and number
Content according to one of the options in Table 2
Content memo
User's manual
Guidelines for conducting classes in one of the disciplines using this kit and examples of tasks

The created archive (boot file) for each of the disciplines will be useful not only for
teaching purposes, but generally for broad purposes, including for developers. The
boot file, as well as the developed instructions that are a part of the presented distribution kits, are also available online [16]. The second type consists of the results obtained as a part of commercialization of the results of the first type. The project was
not submitted for participation in the commercialization competition for the reasons
indicated in section II.5. Nevertheless, at the moment, a lot of the fundamental laborious work at preparing for the project commercialization presented in sections II.1-II.4
of this article has been completed. The market analysis, a technological plan, a risk
assessment, a forecast of efficiency, with the reference mainly to Kazakhstan, were
carried out. The result of scientific and technical activities proposed for commercialization is highlighted. The developed prototype of “Multidisciplinary Mobile Computer Classroom Based on the Raspberry Pi Microcomputer” is a set of software and
hardware tools for studying the disciplines “Computer Networks” and “Operating
Systems”. For commercialization, we offer kits of software and hardware equipment
with relevant documentation for studying the disciplines "Operating Systems" and
"Computer Networks", as well as the developed methodological manual for conducting disciplines using these kits.

4

Discussion

Study of the discipline "Computer networks" using Raspberry Pi microcomputers
will provide every student with everything needed for developing, administering net-
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works and performing specific tasks. As it has already been noted, these microcomputers have a built-in network card. Students will be able to acquire such skills and
knowledge as networking schemes, network administration and network configuration; work with software firewalls and peripheral devices for networking; security
testing; selection, installation, configuration and maintenance of technical tools for
information security.
Using this handout kit in the “Operating Systems” discipline, you can quickly “install” (simply by inserting the desired MicroSD card) the desired operating system,
“reinstall”, change the OS; work with different operating systems simultaneously on
different devices individually; manipulate disks and their partitions; perform system
settings, install device drivers and software diagnose the OS. These and other possible
operations can, in fact, be unsafe for stationary PCs with the traditionally installed
operating system in the sense of risk of disrupting the regular operation of the system
and bootloader. Using the Raspberry Pi to "install" and "reboot" the OS, it is enough
to simply replace the MicroSD card with another one from the kit or download a copy
of the boot disk to the MicroSD from the support site. Note that the boot disk is made
in the form of an archive, that is, it does not require the use of any additional software
that is usually used to create boot disks from image files.
Thus, the use of the developed distribution kits will provide each student with machines in terms of the number of OSs studied, as well as in the amount sufficient to
build and configure networks of various topologies. The paper defines the form factor
and weight of the distribution kits. The kits do not require storage in specially
equipped rooms, their transfer is not time-consuming due to their small size and
weight, in connection with which we note the legitimacy of using the word “mobile”
in the name of the work and project. This technology of using kits and guidelines for
their use in teaching makes it possible to provide each student with the necessary
equipment and support for acquiring practical skills, which is especially problematic
because of the reasons already mentioned in Section I for precisely such disciplines.
These specific technical difficulties prompted us to offer the technology primarily
for teaching the disciplines "Computer Networks" and "Operating Systems", as well
as for commercialization. The authors are faced with the task of going through the
formal procedure of introducing the kits of Raspberry Pi, developed as a part of the
project presented in the work, into the educational process at the university.
It was already noted that for the same reasons, Raspberry Pi was proposed in work
[41] to teach C/C++ and Java programming languages. We add that the performance
of Raspberry Pi (for example, Model 3B) allows writing and debugging Python programs with a graphical interface using the PyQt library without any visible delays in
operation (see [58], [30-33]). This means that the necessary tools for programming in
bash [60, 15], C/C++, Fortran, Python, Java and other languages in Raspberry Pi are
available, and the level of performance for teaching programming is sufficient. Works
[43, 45] describe the use of the Raspberry Pi in the teaching of certain disciplines; for
example, [45] refers to the experience of teaching in the field of information security.
So, the authors of this work successfully used a device based on Raspberry Pi, for
example, at a workshop on cryptography and cryptanalysis, which requires preinstalled specialized software (compilers, libraries, software implementations, etc.)
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(see [44]). Note that projects similar to [45, 46], [54] are described in [44]. Like [46],
in works [15, 16] a step-by-step description of the assembly in the headless-mode of a
mobile device with a display, installation and configuration of software is also given;
relevant practical recommendations are given, too. For this, the authors created a
myservice script (available at link [16]) that must be placed in the /etc/init.d directory
and made executable, then created a symbolic link to this script in the /etc/rc2.d directory. We note here that the most useful and effective recommendations and an example of setting up TFT displays for Raspberry Pi with the Raspbian operating system
are given in work [62]. However, it does not provide solutions for a lot of problems
that arise when setting up the screen; for example, to provide faster downloads. The
destination of static IP can be found in the section “Setting a Static IP” of resource
[63]; note, however, that static IP increases the system boot time by about 2 minutes.
Finally, we note a very useful section “By The Way: Modifying Headless Raspberry
Pi Boot Sequence” of resource [63] for solving problems with running ssh. However,
it is worth noting that in [46] the work was performed for a whole cluster, and not for
a single computer, as in works [15, 16].
The paper describes in detail the developments based on the Raspberry Pi for
teaching two disciplines in terms of organizing effective workshops. In this connection, such an important component of these microcomputers the popularity was practically not considered as continuously appearing additional modules, hardware interfaces and their specifications [28, 36, 37, 64, 65], which make it a convenient and
flexible tool in implementing various projects.
The developments proposed in the project are new in that the kit for studying the
discipline “Operating Systems” provides an alternative way that allows changing the
operating system almost instantly on computers; it is also a budget option to provide
each student with several computers running on different operating systems. The
developed individual distribution kit for studying the discipline “Computer Networks”
allows providing each student with everything needed to acquire practical skills: creating, administering networks, and performing specific tasks. The authors also developed and implemented a part of the software package to optimize the use of the Raspberry Pi for the designated purposes. The authors developed a part of the software
package for optimizing the use of the Raspberry Pi for the designated purposes, developed a commercial product and related documentation. Finally, Kazakhstan has not
commercialized results in this area.

5

Conclusion

According to the results of the studies carried out at this point, it can be argued that
the idea and the completed developments demonstrate objective possibilities of their
application for the indicated purposes, while business risks are predictable, controllable, and preventive measures are applicable to many of them. From the point of view
of the effectiveness of training using the proposed kit and methodological guidelines,
one should expect a high degree of assimilation and acquisition of sustainable skills
due to the deep degree of involvement, the presence of really practical exercises, and
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the “freedom” to experiment without risking significant harm to hardware and software. Taking into account the budget of this training kit, which also does not require
special permanent premises and storage conditions, we consider this project a good
opportunity to provide all students with practical tools, which in a significant degree,
if not completely, covers potential disadvantages. In addition, we note the practical
usefulness of all the hardware and software components per se, significant operating
periods, and the presence of many areas of their application.

6
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